
China’s race to supplant US-led global order

On 18 February, the delegation for relations with the United States and the delegation for
relations with the People’s Republic of China organised a joint meeting on EU-US cooperation
on China.

A special guest

The meeting, co-chaired by D-US Chair, Radosław Sikorski, and D-CN Chair, Reinhard
Bütikofer, got inspired by the insights and visions of former Prime Minister of Australia and
President of the Asia Society, Mr Kevin Rudd.
MEPs had the opportunity to listen to his reflections from deep understanding of China and
US politics.

China’s political priorities

Among China’s core priorities, the former Prime Minister of Australia stressed the
preservation of power by the Party in China’s domestic and international policy.

Talking about the Chinese top political agenda, Mr Rudd mentioned the economy, the
environment and climate change action. The latter, also because of the impact of urban air
pollution across China’s towns.

Mr Rudd believes that China wishes to push the Americans back on its maritime periphery to
the east, and ultimately even replacing American alliances with South Korea, Philippines and
Thailand. President Xi Jinping will continue to focus on the national unity, “keeping under
control the territories of Xinjiang, Hong Kong, Tibet, Mongolia and Taiwan”, he said.



International governance

On International politics, he confirmed Xi Jinping’s wish to change the rules of the
international liberal order to favour China’s interests and traditional values.

Apparently, China aims at a global human rights regime, which is more accommodating to
China’s view of authoritarian, capitalist regimes, rather than accepting liberal capitalist
norms. This could be realised by supplementing and/ or changing the main institutions of
global economic governance, where China is more central and dominant.

De-coupling between China and the US

China believes that over time, through the Belt and Road Initiative1 and its concession finance
for the developing world, it will attract in its orbit several countries in Africa, Latin America
and other non-US traditional allies.

China is looking for strategic partners and allies elsewhere in the world, as it senses that the
competition with the US will inevitably become more intense and that de-coupling between
China and the US can become a reality in trade and investment, in capital and technology
markets, in talent pool, and in standards setting.

China’s thinking of Europe

Because of Europe’s technological sophistication, the size of its economic critical mass and its
foreign security policy footprint, China sees the EU at large as a global “swing state”. China
considers Europe however as a declining continent, which has lost its passion to
defend liberal democracy. This is why it does not expect an effective European pushback i.e.
over a China-Taiwan conflict and calculates that Europe will accommodate eventually.

US thinking on China

China expects a period of advanced strategic competition with the US, and that there is no
return to the status quo, even under the Biden administration.

Relative to American power, Chinese might is now greater than it was four years ago. It is
predicted that China’s economy will become larger than the US economy by 2028. This will in
particular have a great effect on China’s perception of its power.

Taiwan’s red line

The US is beginning to realise it needs allies both in Europe and in Asia in dealing with China.
Biden’s administration will seek to run a multi-layered relationship with China, based on a
limited number of strategic red lines, such as on Taiwan.

Mr Rudd’s advice to the EU and its Member States was to reflect carefully on both their
multilateral and bilateral strategy on Taiwan. Moreover, the EU should make it clear to Beijing
that there is an “enormous economic cost” to suppressing Taiwan’s democracy. China’s



calculations and strategy as regards potential China-US military conflict over Taiwan depend
on US’ speed in modernising its military.

Looking to the future

Despite strategic competition being imminent, cooperation is expected such as on climate,
the future of pandemic management or global debt management.

Finally, Mr Rudd’s advice to Europeans was to act in solidarity and unity to counter the
Chinese warning messages “kill one, win others”, a strategy that penalises countries that
“violated” Chinese national interest, such as Australia, Japan, Canada, Norway or Sweden.

1 The Initiative is a transcontinental long-term policy and investment program, which aims at infrastructure
development and acceleration of the economic integration of countries along the route of the historic Silk
Road.


